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Abstract. In order to improve the transmission performance of the cognitive
users in the tactical wireless network of warship formations, this paper we focus
on the modeling technique and performance analysis for a fast frequency
switching algorithm for Multi-parameter fusion decision. By developing a
Multi-parameter fusion decision model, the closure expression of the fast fre-
quency switching delay is derived, then the combined effects of the arrival rates
of the primary users’ connections and the arrival rates of the secondary users’
connections on the cumulative handoff delay distribution is simulated. Based on
the analytical results, suitable ship scheduling mechanism can be designed.
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1 Introduction

Cognitive radio (CR) can improve spectrum efficiency by allowing secondary users to
temporarily access primary users’ unused licensed spectrum [1–3]. However, due to the
spectrum-varying nature of CR network, it is necessary to consider not only the access
control and operation, but also the handoff timing, the switching procedure and the
target channel should be considered, so the continuity and stability of the service
transmission of the cognitive user after spectrum switching is ensured.

Both reactive [4–6] and proactive [7, 8] handoff algorithms are studied in existing
works with suitable target channel selection (T.C.S.) procedures. When the primary
users’ businesses are busy, the pre-designed channels can’t be used, the secondary
users need to switch channels frequently, so the handoff delay increased, in this situ-
ation, the reactive is a better choice. If the arrival rates of the primary users’ are small,
the secondary user doesn’t need to spend time to detect the channel, so the proactive is
a better choice. The principle of ship communication is to ensure the reliability of
communication on the basis of effectiveness, the goal of this paper is to develop a
Multi-parameter fusion decision model, derive the closure expression of the fast fre-
quency switching delay and design a suitable ship communication scheduling
mechanism.
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2 System Model

2.1 System Framework

In this paper, the system framework is shown in Fig. 1, the system is consisting of the
primary users and the secondary users. The primary users have the preemptive priority
to access channels, while the secondary users have the low-priority to access the
unused licensed spectrum of the primary users. In order to ensure the reliability of ship
communication, and reduce the spectrum handoff delay, we considers the secondary
users are equipped with two antennas, One is used for data and control message
transmission and the other is used for idle channel detection, so the availability of the
switching channel is ensured. In order to effectively short the extended data delivery
time under various traffic arrival rates and service time as well as sensing time, we
design an intelligent spectrum selection algorithm.

2.2 Multi-parameter Fusion Decision

Compared with two major types of spectrum handoff schemes, Multi-parameter fusion
decision reduces the detection time before the data transmission, and then improves the
availability of the selected frequencies. The process of the Multi-parameter fusion
decision algorithm is as follows (Fig. 2).

The weighted two-threshold spectrum detection algorithm is used to detect whether
an primary user arrives. Environment noise module is used to specify local noise
detection for channel without service [9]. Primary user occupy channel for a specified
time module is used to detect the primary user channel usage in a specified channel and
specified time. Secondary user receiver data reception module is used to record the
feedback of the channel quality of receiver. Intelligent spectrum selection mechanism
module is used to extract the frequency according the different weight factors. Consider
various factors to ensure the availability of frequency; the specific formula is as follows:

Fig. 1. System framework.
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f ¼ fe; e ¼ ðmax½ða1 þ b1 þ c1 þ h1Þ; . . .ðaM þ bM þ cM þ hMÞ�Þ : ð1Þ

2.3 Handoff Progress

Spectrum handoff occurs when the primary customers appear in the channel occupied
by the secondary customers. In this situation, the secondary customer shall immediately
handoff (transit) from the current channel to the target channel. The parameters related
to the switching delay are included: (1) the arrival rates and the business duration of the
primary user; (2) the arrival rates and the business duration of the secondary user;
(3) the duration of the availability of the switching channel. The switching delay
consists of the handshaking time and the channel switching time. There is no fixed
channel for secondary users, in order to ensure the successful handshake of the sec-
ondary user in the initial stage, this paper adopts the common channel way to realize
the first handshake of the secondary user. Figure 3 shows an example of Multi-
parameter fusion decision spectrum handoff process:

(1) In the beginning, according to the multi-parameter frequency selection algorithm,
the secondary users use the historical data and the real-time detection result to
select the service initiation frequency, and call the secondary user of the com-
munication object on the common channel, and then complete the first round of
communication handshake. For simplicity, assume that the secondary user service
is subject to the Poisson distribution, the mean rate is kð1Þs , and the service time
mean is EðX1

s Þ.
(2) As shown in Fig. 3, when the secondary user on the channel 1 business is

ongoing, while the authorized user, who has the absolutely channel ownership,
initiate business. The secondary user detects that the authorized user arrives, the
secondary user needs to immediately activate the frequency switching mechanism.

Fig. 2. The Multi-parameter fusion decision algorithm
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After the two parties complete the frequency handover, the handover will switch
to channel 3. The main switching delay in this process comes from handshake
time and frequency conversion time. For simplicity analysis, assume that the
authorized user arrival probability is consistent with the Poisson distribution with
mean rates kð1Þp and the business duration is met with mean EðX1

pÞ.
(3) During the duration of the authorized user service, as shown in Fig. 3, the sec-

ondary user can not select the available frequency according to the
multi-parameter frequency selection algorithm. The secondary user will remain on
channel 3 and immediately start the channel state detection algorithm. When the
idle Channel is found, the secondary user will immediately start the frequency
switching mechanism to determine whether to switch to new available frequency
or not. If the idle channel is of good quality and the idle duration is long, it will
switch to the new free channel. Otherwise, the original channel will be maintained
until the authorized user has completed the communication.

(4) The above process will continue until the secondary user communication is
complete. While after the communication finished, the secondary user will return
to the common channel, waiting for the next service.

3 Analysis of Secondary Users’ Extended Data Delivery Time

As shown in Fig. 3, the total duration of the secondary user transmission (denoted by
STk) includes the length of the transmission time (denoted by Xk

s ) and the accumulated
time of the service (denoted by Dk). The accumulated time is composed of the fre-
quency switching duration and the waiting for the user service time. The formula is
shown below:

Fig. 3. The Multi-parameter fusion decision handoff progress
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E½STk� ¼ E½Xk
s � þE½Dk� : ð2Þ

In order to calculate the accumulated time of the service (denoted by Dk). On the
basis of Fig. 3, The proposed Multi-parameter fusion decision handoff progress is
established as an L-order state transition diagram, as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the
stage i is the set of all possible states at the ith interruption, and the chk is the channel
which the secondary user is select to switch, and the end state indicates the secondary
user communication ends.

As Fig. 4 shows, for simplified calculations, the secondary user communication
duration is consistent with Poisson distribution, the transition probability from states i
to j is Pi;j, and the transition cost from states i to j is Ci;j. when the target channel is
sn ¼ ðs1; s2; . . .; snÞ, which default channel is channel s0 ¼ k, the state transition path in
Multi-parameter parameter model can be regarded as ðs0 ! s1 ! s2 ! s3
! � � � ! sn ! Mþ 1Þ, so the cumulative handoff delay can be treated as calculating
the cumulative transition cost overall possible state transition paths. The specific for-
mula as follows:

E½Dk� ¼
XL
n¼1

X
8sn2Xn

½ðPsn;Mþ 1

Yn�1

i¼0

Psi;siþ 1ÞðCsn;Mþ 1 þ
Xn�1

i¼0

Csi;siþ 1Þ� ; ð3Þ

where X ¼ f1; 2; � � � ;Mg.
According to Fig. 3, the secondary user initiates a service on channel 3, and then

the primary user arrives at probability p. when the primary user arrives, the secondary
user will change its channel according to the proposed frequency selection algorithm.
As shown is Fig. 3, there is no available channel, so the secondary user will state on
channel 3 until the primary user service is completed. Then, the primary user arrives
again, the frequency selection algorithm proposes to switch to channel 1 and finally

Fig. 4. L-order state transition diagram model
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complete the communication process on channel 1. Hence, the state transition proba-
bility matrix of the Multi-parameter fusion decision model can be expressed as follows:

P ¼
pð1Þqð3Þ pð1Þð1� qð3ÞÞ 1� pð1Þ

0 0 0
p3ð1� qð1ÞÞ pð3Þqð1Þ 1� pð3Þ

2
4

3
5 : ð4Þ

The cumulative transition cost is composed of the frequency switching duration and
the waiting for the user service time. rc and rs are the total processing time for
executing spectrum handoff procedures when the secondary users change to another
channel and stay on the current channel. The duration resulting from the transmissions
of multiple primary connections at channel k and denoted by Y1

p . Then, we can have Ci;j

as follows:

Ci;j ¼
rs þE½Y1

p � rc 0
0 0 0
rc rs þE½Y3

p � 0

2
4

3
5 : ð5Þ

According to the Poisson distribution parameters assumed above, the E½Yp� can be
expressed as:

E½Yp� ¼ E½Xp�
1� kpE½Xp� : ð6Þ

Then

p ¼ kp
kp þ ls

: ð7Þ

q ¼ kpE½Xp� þ ks
kp þ ls

ð1þ kp
ls
Þ : ð8Þ

According to (3)–(8), the closed-form expression for E[Dk] can be expressed as
follows

E½D� ¼ kp½rsls þðE½Xp�Þ2kpls þE½Xp�ðks � rckplsÞ�
ð1� kpE½Xp�Þl2s

: ð9Þ

4 Numerical Results

Figure 5 simulates the impact of the primary user arrival probability and the business
duration on the cumulative delay of the secondary user transmission. Figure 5 shows
the cumulative time of the secondary user increases as the arrive probability kp of the
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primary user increases. The main reason is that the increase in the probability of
primary users to arrive, it will lead to secondary user to stop service, and to enable the
frequency switch mechanism to determine whether to switch frequency or not. At the
same time, it also simulates the influence of the duration of primary user E½Xp� on the
cumulative delay of the secondary user. The longer the primary user service time is, the
longer the cumulative delay of the secondary users is, due to the increase of the channel
occupied by the primary user, and so the secondary users will spend more time to wait
or frequently enable the channel selection mechanism.

Figure 6 shows the combined effects of the arrival rates of the primary users’
connections and the arrival rates of the secondary users’ connections on the cumulative

Fig. 5. Average cumulative handoff delay

Fig. 6. Cumulative handoff delay
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handoff delay distribution. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the behavior of the primary
user’ communication has a great influence on the secondary users’ performance, with
the increase of the primary users’ arrival rates, the cumulative handoff delay increase,
which is mainly caused by the switching channel cost of the secondary user. The
analytical results provide the useful insight for the effect of increasing the efficient time
on the transmission performance of the secondary users.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we also provide a framework to short the extended data delivery time
under various traffic arrival rates and service time as well as sensing time. Then, a
Multi-parameter parameter model for modeling the connections is developed, and the
closed-form expression for handoff delay is expressed, at last the combined effects of the
arrival rates of the primary users’ connections and the arrival rates of the secondary
users’ connections on the cumulative handoff delay distribution is simulated. Based on
the analytical results, suitable ship scheduling mechanism can be designed. However,
the influence of spectral switching on channel capacity gain and system performance
degradation has not been studied deeply. Therefore, it is necessary to further explore the
influence of cognitive user spectrum switching in future work to achieve the relationship
between channel capacity gain and system performance degradation balance.
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